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A celestial coloring book about a romance between the sun and the moon. Once upon a time, in a

sky full of stars, the moon fell in love with the sun. A love story as old as time, told with 60 original

drawings and patterns, taking inspiration form illuminated manuscripts, and the skies. Featuring

stars, planets, the moon and the sun, drawings are presented full bleed, printed on one side, and

with a number of solid black back ground images so that your coloring really stands out. Designed

with the adult coloring hobby in mind, but suitable for all. adult coloring, coloring book, celestial,

moon, sun, planets, love story, hearts, romance, valentine
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I'm not usually a big fan of sayings in books, but the story and design of this one really touched me.

I have colored a couple pages in the book itself, but I usually copy the pages onto my preferred

stock (Bee paper - Bee Paper Company Super Deluxe Sketch Paper, 9 by 12-Inch, 100 Sheets per

Pack), which handles watercolor pencils better. The paper in the book is OK for watercolor, but does

ripple a bit.I'm trying to post photos. No luck the first time so I'm trying again!

This is the second coloring book I have gotten from this artist and this one is even better than the

first! LOVE LOVE LOVE IT! If you are on the fence about whether or not to buy this, JUST DO IT!

You won't be sorry! Great drawings, awesome quality in printing, and nothing but good things to say

about the author!



This is such a charming, clever story told with great artistry. I love celestial things, so this really

satisfies my taste. The sweet, imaginative story is a bonus. I highly recommend you add this

coloring book to your favorites. You'll be glad you did.

Love love love this book!!! Soooo many amazing pictures! And plenty of room to be creative with!! I

find it quite hard to find books along these lines and the hippie/boho lines and this is uo there in my

top 5 fav books so far!!!Cant wait to see more work from you!!

The cover is very pretty and attracts buyers attention. The book is full size at 8.5 x 11 inches.

Perfect size for those that like to copy and print out to color again. It is glue bound on left side. It has

approximately 60 pages. Designs are printed on one side of the page only, which is a plus for

anyone and something I require. This allows to be able to frame and not lose the image that would

be on the backside or to prevent damage to the other picture from any potential bleed through if

using some gel pens or markers.The images are of good quality printing. Paper is of medium

weight. Good for crayons, colored pencils, alcohol base markers and gel pens. With Alcohol based

markers and gel pens, I would put a blank paper underneath to prevent any possible bleed through

from damaging the next page. Watercolors or waterbased markers would have a tendency to

damage the paper and cause pilling or wrinkling, so I would not advise anything waterbased. There

is a blank page in back of the book for this purpose.The designs are not so intricate in detail that it

would cause any hand or eye fatigue. These are good for all ages and all skill levels. The images

and quotes fill the full page and are clearly printed.Excellent book.
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